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1) Why “FugTrup”?
 It’s actually an anagram of a Russian meme from 2011. I needed a username for my 
Digitalero account, so I’ve got to think fast. So, basically, it’s just a bunch of letters.

2) How did your 
adventure with ani-
mation begin?
 It began in 2011 (i guess) on Digitale-
ro forums. I was making lewd pictures in 
Garry’s Mod and it was my little hobby. In 
2012 SFM came out, and I don’t think Valve 
expected it to become the “porn-making 
software” as it is now… So, naturally, I shi-

fted from GMOD to SFM, because it was much more advanced, and started posting my first 
animations to Digitalero. Not so long after that, I started to feel that my ego needs its own 
personal blog. And 6 years later I’m here, still doing that.

3) Where do you get 
models and sounds for 
your animations?
 SfmLab and Steam Workshop.

4) Do you have your 
favorite character? If 
so, why?
 It’s a tough question, but I’ll list some of 
my favorites. Alyx Vance has a sweet spot 
in my heart. Like, every female from Border-
lands series. And, of course, Mei from Over-
watch.

Another interview, another guest.  In this interview, I want to introduce -
FUGTRUP - animator, artist … DAMN IT, I don’t have ideas for descriptions. 
How can I describe each of these artists separately, how do most of those 
I interview with do a similar thing? I will not write the same thing a thousand 
times. Anyway...

I invite you to read.
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and I want to shout out every one of them.



5) What programs do you use when creating the 
animation?
 SFM, After Effects and Photoshop for exporting gifs.

6) How long does it 
take to create one 
animation?
 It depends. Sometimes, I can make 
an entire animation in one day. So-
metimes projects can take weeks, just 
because I scrap the whole scene and 
redo it, again and again, to make it 
work. But, usually, it takes 3-4 days.

7) Any plans for the future related to animations?
 To leave SFM and move on to “real” 3d software. Sometimes I feel that some ideas 
I have in my head are almost impossible to make in SFM. I’m not a fast learner, but I hope 
that in 2019 I’ll move to Maya entirely.

8) Who or what inspi-
red you to create ani-
mations?
 Since childhood I was interested in de-
sign and animation, making little cartoons for 
my friends in Macromedia Flash. This and my 
love for porn combined, producing a passion 
for making animated porn. So, I guess that 
what you can call an inspiration.

9) Any advice for others who would like to create 
similar content for yours?
 Quality over quantity. Never push yourself to make something that you have no 
passion for. Stop promoting your Patreon when you have only 10 followers.





10) Traditional question… do you like CREAMPIE ;D?
 I don’t find it aesthetically pleasing.

11) Do you have someone you would like to 
greet or thank for help or “inspiration”?
 I’m bad at remembering names, so it’s tough for me to name specific people. But 
every artist on this LIST is either inspiring me, or have the potential to inspire me in the future, 

https://www.tumblr.com/followed/by/fugtrup




Thank’s to FUGTRUP for this interview. 
Support him ( or her ;D ) on:

TWITTER
PATREON
DISCORD
GFYCAT

I invite you to look at my:

WEBSITE
TWITTER

NEWGROUNDS
TUMBLR

Soon a new interview will appear. 
Also, watch my Content and …

SEE YA
Mr.X-BASH

https://twitter.com/fugtrup
https://www.patreon.com/fugtrup
https://discordapp.com/invite/xR2AbkX
https://gfycat.com/pl/@fugtrup/collections/Fk8FZX8a/fugtrup
https://twitter.com/MrXBash


IF YOU WANT TO SUPPORT MY INTERVIEWS:
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YOU CAN GET INCLUDED 

IN THE CREDITS
AND GET EARLY ACCESS TO

MY INTERVIEWS
AND ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE ARCHIVE

CLICK HERE

- Alexander Papadatos - Aphrodisia - Big Fish -

- Chat Bleu - Droid Productions -

- DynamiteJoe - Eric Small -

- FoohonPie - Ichor Mongrel -

- IckyStickProduction -

- Jester - KamadevaSFM -

- KittenVox - Lety Does Stuff -

- Lieutenant Flapjack - Mr Zed -

- Nixxinyu - SaurianCrash - Sean Skull -

- The Future Fragments Team - Thordayo -

- TomcatRetr0 - Vile -

- ZnelArts Game Dev -

https://www.patreon.com/bePatron?u=4469712


ABOUT

We are proprietors and appreciators of 3D generated content! 

Our goal is to be a cornerstone in the 3D community, offering 

support to artists and consumers alike. Besides featuring some 

of the best creators in the biz, we want to be your go to site 

for cutting edge, next generation adult content. 

From futa to lesbian, straight to gay, even fantasies likes orcs 

and anthro, we’re certain that we have something to offer 

everyone! 

Check out our shop, today! 

ClickHere

https://www.nextgenporn.net/

